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The General Snowpack Situation - Winter 2009/10

Surface hoar grains covering the Cairngorm plateau

The Highlands of Scotland were subjected to an unusual winter from December 2009 until April 2010, characterised by predominantly arctic conditions with a North-East and Easterly airflow, precipitation arrived from an unusual direction. Very light
winds and consistently cold temperatures were common, with summit temperatures below -5°C for many days (valley temps
were significantly lower). The absence of any significant warm periods meant that the snow remained and continued to increase in depth, especially in the Cairngorms, and Eastern areas. Precipitation amounts however were normal in comparison to
other years but unusually, South-West and West facing slopes received large accumulations of snow in certain periods.
These winter conditions had a significant affect on the stability of snowpack. Prevailing weather systems produced snow
amounts which were generally greater on the Eastern side of the country, decreasing in amount towards the West. Consistently
cold air temperatures also produced a situation in the snowpack with grains developing into crystal types not normally seen to
this extent in Scotland, being more commonly associated in countries with a generally drier, continental climate, eg Canada and
Central Europe. These conditions produced a strong ‘temperature gradient’ which, combined with other factors presented unusual crystal growth. Crystals formed that did not readily bond together. On top of the snowpack - fragile surface hoar crystals
developed which, once buried, would be the probable cause of many avalanches. Additionally the snowpack in general became
loose and sugar like ( facetted). The unfamiliar words describing grain types, surface hoar, facets and depth hoar became more
commonly used in the SAIS avalanche reports . This snowpack structure produced a poor foundation for any new snowfall.
For the majority of the winter the cold temperatures and the increasingly loose grained snowpack presented a generally minimal avalanche hazard in the mountains and provided a unique snowpack which presented the best skiing, ski touring and
snowboarding conditions for a generation. For the winter climber the cold temperatures provided cascades of ice at all levels
throughout the Highlands.
The most fragile snowpack was to be found more commonly in Western areas of the highlands , Glencoe and its environs had
generally the most shallow snowpack and was particularly affected by strong temperature gradients, this produced advanced
faceting and the formation of large ‘depth hoar’ grains at ground level. Natural avalanche releases on slopes less than 15° were
noted during field tests in this region and the cause for failure was often, depth hoar or buried surface hoar.
The factor which altered the avalanche hazard situation greatly was the arrival of significant snowfall amounts with strong
winds. The loose grained snowpack, now buried under the new, wind packed snow surface (windslab), presented a very poorly
bonded snowpack. The new compact surface layers did not bond readily to the loose grained layers below. Two notable periods,
the end of December 2009 and the end of February 2010 saw these situations occur. Many avalanches took place during these
periods, tragically on Liathach , Ben Nevis and Buachaille Etive Mor in Glencoe and major avalanche activity in other areas,
notably, blocking the rail line at Tyndrum, crossing the tourist path on Ben Nevis, the main Coire Adair path to Craig Meagaidh
and avalanche deposition on the road near Glenshee and the A9 at Drumochter.
Although the winter remained generally cold into April the suns power began to affect the snowpack positively, reducing the
significance of buried weak layers and gradually stabilising the snowpack. The usual situation of short lived instability during
storm cycles began to predominate and avalanche hazard diminished considerably toward season end.
S A I S!
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Avalanche Occurrences
Recorded Avalanche Occurrences for the
Winter of 2009/110
Recorded avalanches are a compilation of observed avalanche occurrences from a number of different sources,
namely;- SAIS observers in the 5 areas of operation, verbal and written reports from winter mountain activists
and non mountain users. Observations require good
visibility and human identification, in this respect avalanche occurrences are recorded only where people can
travel in the mountains or can see clearly from roads
and paths. There are many places in the mountain areas
where people do not travel or cannot see in poor
weather. Therefore it can be assumed that a greater
number of avalanche occurrences have taken place than
have been recorded. In respect of avalanche occurrences
with human involvement, we rely on incident reports
being sent to us and again the number of incidents involving persons may be greater.
The recording of avalanche occurrences is the best indicator of snow stability and hazard location and the reporting of avalanche incidents is therefore very valuable
in enabling the SAIS to pass on good information to the
public.
The Total number of avalanche occurrences recorded by
the SAIS for the winter of 2009/10 was 220.

9 avalanche occurrences were purposefully triggered by ski patrol or SAIS observers during the avalanche hazard assessment process, 14 were
triggered by skiers and boarders ( in proximity to ski areas). 21 were triggered by climbers/walkers. ( 5 fatalities occurred
Of this number,

176

were natural, and

44

were triggered by persons. Of of the 44 triggered by persons:

during the winter).
Recorded Avalanche Occurrences winter

Recorded Avalanche Occurrences winter 2009/10

2009/10 by Trigger type (Total 220)

by Area (Total 220)
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20%
15%
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Creag Meagaidh
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Triggered (persons)
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Reaching the Public
The New SAIS Report Format
The introduction of a new SAIS report format following a SAFOS meeting in the spring of 2009 and was activated at the start of
December 2009. The findings of the meeting and the aim of the SAIS was to broaden and develop further the information that is
presented to the mountain user, and provide a variety of ways in which avalanche hazard information could be interpreted and
retained. It was a considerable change from what had been in place for many years and required a period of time to become
more familiar with. A survey that is currently being undertaken (302) responses to date) has established that so far 88.4% of
users consider that the report format is better. (with others considering that 3.3% think it is the same, 6.% don’t know, 2.7% consider the report format is worse).

Features of the new format include:
•

The Hazard Rose - which provides forecast avalanche hazard information by aspect and altitude, allowing better mountain interpretation by the user.

•

A Hazard level table - which provides better opportunity for the user to identify the avalanche probability for each hazard level.

•

A text description of the forecast and observed avalanche hazard situation which should be used in conjunction with the
Hazard Rose and which provides important detail.

•

A separation of the weather influence text from the snow stability text allowing for more concise description.

•

A provision on the online report for a clickable glossary facility which provides further explanation on certain words and
descriptions.

•

Downloadable pdf versions of the report in both patterned black and white and colour.

Old Report format

NewReport format colour pdf

S A I S!

NewReport format grayscale pdf
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The Website

Winter 2009/10 activity (blue) in comparison to the same period for the Winter 2008/9 (green)

The website is the main source of information that the SAIS provides, through the analysis of site usage an indication of user
numbers, user location and potential mountain visitors can be obtained.
During the winter period 1 Dec 2009 to 25 April 2010, 3933 pages were viewed a total of 847,428 times.
During the winter 1 Dec 2008 to 25 April 2009 winter for the same period pages were viewed 288,165 times.
Numbers viewing the SAIS Avalanche Report.
For period 1 Dec to 25 April the actual Avalanche Reports have been viewed 432,904 times in the 2009/10 season in comparison
to the 2008/9 season when the Avalanche Reports were viewed 276,296
AREA

2009/10 SEASON

2008/9 SEASON

Northern Cairngorms

111,573

66,813

Southern Cairngorms

69,492

37,855

Lochaber

92,188

65,848

Creag Meagaidh

63,744

37,843

Glencoe

95,907

67,937

TOTALS

432,904

276,296

The viewer numbers of the avalanche reports give an indication of the potential number of visitors to the Highlands of Scotland
during the winter season.
The winter 2009/10 has seen a marked increase in visitor activity to the sportscotland Avalanche Information Service Website.
The increase can be potentially attributed to a number of contributing factors:
•

The characteristics of the significant winter creating media interest.

•

The SAIS being more active and available to the media as part of it’s education and public awareness strategy.

Visitors to the SAIS website
In the winter period the website was visited 225, 672 times from over 120 countries worldwide, 214,076 came from the UK with
approx 1000- 1500 each from Ireland, USA and Germany and France.
Summary
It can be concluded that more people are now aware of the SAIS service than in previous years, and that the breadth of visits
worldwide indicate that interest may go beyond the reach of the service nationally and can be of benefit to Scotland as a whole.

S A I S!
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Media

The SAIS relationship with the Media is very important, especially
in achieving one of our main aims which is to make the service
known to as many agencies and members of the public as possible.
“the more the public are made aware of the service, the more it
may be utilised , inform and educate.”
Additionally, the more the mountain user knows about the avalanche hazard in the winter time, the more the Highlands of Scotland can be enjoyed .
For the season 09/10, the service has been active in pursuing this
aim and it is clear from the evidence of a doubling of website user
activity from previous years that some success was achieved.
The following is a summary of media activity;
Date

Article/feature

notes

30 Dec 2009

Strathspey and Badenoch Herald leader on surface hoar crystals
and implication
BBC WEBSITE article on Surface hoar crystals and implication
BBC Scotland - BBC London - BBC Radio 5 live - BBC Radio
Today - Moray Firth Radio - Press and Journal, - Scotsman
BBC Gaelic TV
The Times - Feature on Avalanche observer in Lochaber area

http://www.strathspey-herald.co.uk/news/fullstory.php/aid/4962/Rare_
crystals__avalanche_risk.html
BBC website info on Surface Hoar Crystals
post avalanche incident 31 Dec Ben Nevis and Liathaich

30 Dec 2009
31 Dec - 5 Jan
5 Jan 2010
Feb 2 2010

5 minute feature on SAIS work
feature on Gmoss
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/uk/scotland/article7011679.ece

Feb 5 2010

The Scottish Sun - Feature on Avalanche observer North Cairngorm area

Feature on MD and SAIS reference
http://www.thescottishsun.co.uk/scotsol/homepage/scotlandfeatures/283
9810/Meet-the-avalanche-hunter.html
Feature on SAIS hazard evaluation tips clues - what to do in the event of an
avalanche (With Dave (Heavy) Whalley)

Feb 13th 2010

BBC Scotland radio

Feb 17th

Out of Doors prog
STV NEWS - 5 minute feature

Feb 23rd

BBC 1 ‘Bang goes the theory”

1st March 2010

TGO magazine

22 March

BBC Radio Scotland

Feature interview on summarising the winter for the SAIS and discussion on
uniqueness of the winter.

22 March

BBC Scotland Website

3 April

The Herald Magazine

A feature on the service this winter with images of Avalanches on rail lines
and large avalanche occurrences.
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/scotland/highlands_and_islands/8572961.st
m
Feature on SAIS and general approach to Hazard on hills - MY LIFE’ feature

http://video.stv.tv/?bcpid=1610699553&bctid=67063505001
Feature on Avalanche service what we look for.
Shooting for BBC 1 programme (the new version of Tomorrows World !)on
avalanches and how they release - follow SAIS in field showing field tests
and observations.
Feature on SAIS and what we do - Tips for hill walkers and user info - Profile
on co-ordinator
http://www.tgomagazine.co.uk/#

Friday the 9th of April, at BBC TV Scot Landward programme
19.00 on BBC 2 Scotland

Feature on primetime TV re SAIS summary - significance of the winter
season - fact inf etc feature on SAIS and general approach to Hazard on hills and clues tips for
mountain users

14th April

BBC Moray Firth radio

Interview re service wind down and summary

14th April

BBC Scotland Website

News feature on end of service wind down.

Thursday 15th April
19:00 hrs BBC 1

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/scotland/highlands_and_islands/8618169.st
m
Feature re avalanches in Cairngorms with ski patrol and SAIS with winter
summary. Feature on primetime TV re SAIS

BBC 1 ‘The One Show’
transmission date 12th April

S A I S!
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Working with other Agencies and Groups
Mountaineering Organisations

Throughout the winter the SAIS has liased with various agencies in terms of providing important avalanche hazard information and advice which can then additionally, be provided to the public and other agencies, the Scottish Government , the Mountaineering Council of Scotland and the Scottish Mountain Safety Forum are provided with information. The SAIS also maintain
a good relationship with other groups such as the British Association of Ski Patrollers and Scottish Mountain Rescue, both in
the receiving of information regarding avalanche incidents and the provision of information by the SAIS in the form of avalanche training to their team members during training courses, and data which can be used for further education.

Non - Mountaineering Agencies and Groups
The avalanche service are often called upon to advise and co-operate with agencies out-with the normal mountain user groups,
but who nonetheless work, operate, and are affected by mountain conditions and factors . Additionally the snow covered
mountains can provide information which may be of value in identifying potential hazards and monitoring effects created by
natural events.
The following is a summary of those activities

SEPA and the Met Office
Flooding
In recognition of the amounts of snow that was being retained in the the Scottish Highlands over the winter
it was identified that the snowpack held an amount of ‘locked’ water which may present a threat during
periods of deep thaw and that the resultant mountain runoff would contribute to flooding. Observers carried out measurements and collected data from the five operational areas and provided valuable information to SEPA via the Met Office which enabled an assessment to be made of the amount of water
being retained by snow in the highland mountains.
Volcanic Ash
Following the eruption of the Icelandic volcano the SAIS were asked to provide snow samples from which any environmental
risk could be evaluated. This was carried out during the main eruption period with samples provided from Lochaber and the
Cairngorms. http://www.sepa.org.uk/about_us/news/2010/volcanic_ash_cloud_%e2%80%93_the_lat-3.aspx

S A I S!
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Network Rail
After the period of snowfall that occurred at the end of
February, significant avalanche activity occurred throughout the Highlands, in particular the weak snow pack in the
West of Scotland received high amounts of additional
snowfall with strong winds. This affected the West Highland line significantly with large avalanches crossing the
railway line at Tyndrum and halting rail transport. The
SAIS were asked by Network Rail via Donaldsons Assoc
to evaluate the avalanche hazard situation in the zones
where the railway line traversed along the shores of Loch
Traig and the slopes Ben Odhar. Avalanche activity had
occurred in the Loch Traig area but had not reached the
rail line, however fourteen avalanche paths were noted on
the slopes of Ben Odhar alone, most of which had released
avalanches , one though had not.

Placing explosive charges in the starting zone - Ben Odhar, Tyndrum

Avalanche debris crossing the rail line and West Highland way near Tyndrum

The snowpack in the starting zone of the remaining unreleased avalanche path was identified as remaining weak. In order to
control this location and enable clearing work to start, charges were placed in the starting zone to control the slope and therefore
determine stability. In the event an avalanche did not occur, most likely due to stabilisation processes during the 7 day period
since the natural avalanches phase. This was probably the first time explosives have been used to safeguard infrastructures from
avalanche threat in the UK.

Other Agencies

Advice was also provided to Scottish Hydro and other agencies who operate in the highlands, and valuable information
was provided to the SAIS from many organisations which
helped in the determining of avalanche hazard.

Avalanche Creag Dorie Doe - photo A Davie

S A I S!
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SAIS Operation
Personnel
Avalanche Hazard information is provided on a daily basis in the 5 main mountain areas of Scotland. Avalanche hazard assessment is achieved by traveling in the mountains on foot or by ski and carrying out snow profiles, field tests and noting many
factors which, when combined, present an indication of the current avalanche hazard. On return to base the weather forecast
provided to us by the Met office is used to give further information and enables an avalanche hazard forecast to be determined,
after discussion with SAIS colleagues and the Co-Ordinator an Avalanche hazard report is published.
The avalanche reports are provided by SAIS Avalanche observers who have many years experience of avalanche hazard assessment and who are very experienced and committed climbers, skiers and outdoor enthusiasts. The team comprise Mountain
Guides, Instructors and Avalanche Experts from many countries and their experience and professionalism is integral to providing the best service possible to all persons that engage with the winter mountain environment of Scotland.

The SAIS team
Chief Observers

SAIS Observers

Paul Moores - Glencoe

Tom Rupar

Wes Sterrit - Creag Meagaidh

Arthur Paul

Graham Moss - Lochaber

Kathryn Grindrod

Alan Dennis - Southern Cairngorms

Keith Millar

Mark Diggins - Northern Cairngorms

Blair Fyffe
James Floyer
Sandy Allan

SAIS Season Duration
The Scottish avalanche service was started in 1988 on the principle that the service funded by the Scottish Government through
sportscotland would operate in the most cost effective way providing a free service to the public, over the most popular period
(mid Dec - mid April) in the five most popular mountain areas; Lochaber, Northern Cairngorms, Glencoe, Southern Cairngorms
and Creag Meagaidh. The operational period was determined after considering the general historical winter season start and
the end times. Additionally, the end of season (spring) factors of; decrease in avalanche hazard, increasing snow stability, and
diminished snow cover were also considered. For many years the operating dates have been largely fixed pre-season, in 2008/9
some flexibility was introduced to the end of season dates but this winter, for the first time, the operation was extended in all
five areas for one week and extended further with weekend services in 2 areas. This was largely enabled by the re -allocation of
funds within the SAIS budget.
In considering the end dates for the SAIS Avalanche hazard reporting service the following factors are considered by the SAIS
Co-ordinator in consultation with all 5 area Chief observers and observers.: Avalanche occurrence history, Avalanche potential,
Weather influences, Public perception of Avalanche hazard, Mountain activity, Observers contracts and availability and Budget
The principal of season operational flexibility will continue into the future and the areas of operation will be reviewed and
monitored.

S A I S!
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Support and Sponsorship
The SAIS are supported by many agencies and organisations who provide help in many ways, from, helping with equipment
and clothing to providing facilities from where we carry out our operation, help with access into the mountains and with support from staff who recognise the service that we provide to the public.
In providing essential operational facilities we are
supported
by:Sponsorship
Support
and

The SAIS are supported by many agencies and organisations who provide help in many ways, from, helping with equipment
and clothing to providing facilities from where we carry out our operation, help with access into the mountains and with sup-

!

port!from staff! who recognise
the !service that
public.
!
! we provide
! to the Glenmore
Lodge - Northern Cairngorms Area
In providing essential operational facilities we are supported by:
!

!

!

!
!

!

!
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Scottish Natural Heritage - Creag Meagaidh Area

The SAIS are supported by many agencies and organisations who provide help in many ways, from, helping with equipment

facilities
from where
we carry
out our operation,
help with
! and clothing
! to providing
!
Glenmore
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- Northern
Cairngorms
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National Trust for Scotland - Glencoe Area
!

!

!
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Nevis Range - Lochaber Area

Nevis Range - Lochaber Area
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National Trust for Scotland - Glencoe Area

!
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Scottish Natural Heritage - Creag Meagaidh Area
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Braemar Mountain rescue - Southern Cairngorms Area

Braemar Mountain rescue - Southern Cairngorms Area.
Nevis Range - Lochaber Area

Information and equipment is provided by the following;
!

!

!

!

Braemar Mountain rescue - Southern Cairngorms Area.

Information and equipment is provided by the following :

Information and equipment is provided by the following :

Guidance
and and
support
is provided
bybythe
Guidance
support
is provided
thefollowing;
following:
Guidance and support is provided by the following:
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